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Moshe Bar-Asher

Unique Forms in Noun Formation in the Mishnah

I am currently engaged in working on part two of my book A Morphology 
of Mishnaic Hebrew: Introductions and Noun Morphology. Devoted to 
nouns with affixes, the material consists of dozens of nominal patterns 
that will be treated in the same way as the nominal patterns in part one 
(volumes 1–2). Over ten chapters on nouns with the prefix mem have 
already been written.

Naturally, many of the nouns can be assigned to nominal patterns 
without difficulty and their formation is quite clear. Even so, in every 
nominal pattern a number of nouns need to be thoroughly investigated 
in order to understand their formation and to determine their attribution 
to specific nominal patterns. At times, the morphological description of 
the noun involves determining its exact meaning.

In this study, I describe the morphology and semantics of eight nouns. 
The study is based on the data from the Kaufmann manuscript of the 
Mishnah (in two hands: K, K-2), the Parma De Rossi 497 manuscript 
known as Parma B (Pb), and on the comparison of these two witnesses 
to data from many other witnesses, especially ancient manuscripts. For 
example, there is a comprehensive discussion of two nouns from the same 
formation: (a) ַמֲעֶלה (‘step’); (b) ַמֲעֶלה (‘a rising place’). The discussion in 
this study traces the data from the Bible and from the manuscripts of the 
Mishnah and also includes the data from the nineteenth-century Livorno 
printed edition of the Mishnah, as a representative of all of the European 
printed versions of the Mishnah.
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Amit Gvaryahu

Coining Terms: Tarsha and Qeluto Shel Yam

The cryptic trading terms tarsha and qeluto shel yam appear side by side 
in the Palestinian Talmud (y. B. Mes.̣ 5 : 7, 10c). Both terms are connected 
with commercial credit in the Ancient Mediterranean, especially bottomry 
loans. In Greek and Roman law these loans were thought of as distinct from 
regular loans for consumption and agriculture: the borrower bore greater 
responsibility and the returns offered were greater. But rabbinic literature 
does not provide for this difference, except in this sugya which tells of a 
failed attempt to incorporate the concept of bottomry into Jewish law. Both 
of these terms also have parallels in aggadic midrash. In this article I offer 
a philological examination of these two terms in their halakhic context, 
examine the validity of their putative aggadic parallels, and suggest new 
Latin and Greek etymologies and contexts for them.

Berachyahu Lifshitz

Some Court Procedures in Jewish Law

The first part of this paper offers new possible meanings for the term erchi 
ha-dayanin (m. ’Abot 1: 8 and elsewhere). This term’s many variants and 
interpretations were found to be insufficient to properly explain all of its 
occurrences. This suggests that the term may have different meanings in 
different contexts and thus can shed light on some procedures described 
in talmudic literature. It should be noted, however, that even if the new 
understandings of the term itself are not accepted, this in and of itself has 
no bearing on the very description of the court procedures.

The second part of the article deals with the names of three courts 
mentioned in talmudic literature. Based upon a new understanding of 
these names it is suggested that these were courts in which the parties 
agreed to be adjudicated, namely, they were courts of arbitration.
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Ivri J. Bunis

Transition Toward Linearity: A General Trend in Late- 
and Neo-Aramaic Nominal Morphology

Late- and Neo-Aramaic dialects witness dramatic changes in nominal 
morphology. A marked reduction in allomorphy can be seen in the noun 
base (trilateral root + morphological pattern); in inflectional morphemes 
indicating grammatical number and gender and syntactic state; and in 
final suffixes, namely, pronominal suffixes and the definite article. Some 
changes precipitated ubiquitous outcomes such as the loss of marking of 
definiteness. The effects of others differed in the various Aramaic sub-
groups, such as loss of marking of grammatical number in masculine type 
nouns with pronominal suffixes in various Eastern Aramaic dialects, but 
not in Western Aramaic.

It appears that these changes have a common underlying feature: 
whenever a grammatical category came to be marked through historical 
morphophonetic processes by nonlinear morphology, i.e., by the interchange 
of two forms of a single morpheme, both of which already served to 
mark, somewhat tautologically, another grammatical feature linearly, 
such nonlinear morphology was abandoned. At times the nonlinearly 
marked grammatical category ceased to be marked completely. At other 
times, the older, nonlinear marking was replaced by novel linear marking. 
As can be seen throughout the branches of Neo-Aramaic, the invariable 
result is nominal morphology which is overwhelmingly linear. This can be 
exemplified by the marking of the grammatical number of the governing 
masculine type noun by the interchange of two forms of the 3rd person 
singular masculine pronominal suffix: dīn-ēh ‘his judgment’ – dīn-aw ‘his 
judgments’. In many eastern dialects no marking of number remains in such 
cases: kēp-ē (< *kēp-ēh) could mean ‘his stone’ or ‘his stones’.  In western 
Neo-Aramaic linearity has been reestablished through the development of 
a novel plural morpheme -ō-. The cognate pronominal suffix -e is added in 
a linear fashion either directly to the base or to this morpheme: -ō-e. The 
paper provides an overview of this process of transition from nonlinear 
to linear morphology in the Aramaic noun, in various Aramaic historical 
stages and dialects.
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Jonathan Howard

‘Hatẹf, Dageš, Nisạv, Ḥazeq, and Rafe’: 
Notes on Early Grammatical Terminology

Diqduqe Hammiqra, one of the earliest grammatical treatises, contains 
a list of masoretic, grammatical, and literary terms that are intended as 
a guide for the reader or interpreter of the Bible. The antiquity of these 
terms and their notable difference from known terms in mainstream 
medieval (‘post-Ḥayyūj’) grammatical literature leaves many of them 
multivalent or obscure.

A sequence of five terms found in this work, previously thought to 
contain redundancies, is addressed in this paper: hatẹf, dageš, nisạv, 
ḥazeq, and rafe. Based on a comparison to masoretic literature, meanings 
are suggested for these terms that rule out redundancy. In light of these 
suggested meanings, several Babylonian masoretic notes are thereby 
provided simpler explanations.

Alexey (Eliyahu) Yuditsky

 A New Reading in the :מידת התבה נאספת
“Commentary on Genesis D” (4Q254a)

In the present paper I suggest that line 4 of the “Commentary on Genesis D” 
(4Q254a), which describes the gathering and sharpening of the ribs of 
Noah’s Ark to its pointed top, be read: ומדת התבה נאספת וכל]ה. A similar 
architectural meaning of the synonymic verb כנ"ס may be found in the 
Mishnah, e.g., המזבח... עלה אמה וכנס אמה (m. Mid. 3 :1). Yet, it is equally 
possible that the word נאספת should be connected to the noun צהר (Gen 
6 :16). The author of the pesher could explain the unclear word צהר as 
‘narrowing, restriction’. The same interpretation was apparently the basis 
of its Septuagint translation as ἐπισυνάγων ‘gathering, narrowing’.
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Amir Gaash

The Terms משכן ,שכינה ,נענוע, and משוכן
in the Karaite Grammatical Treatise Meʾor ʿAyin

Meʾor ʿAyin is a Karaite pedagogical grammar of Biblical Hebrew written 
in Arabicized Hebrew. It appears that it was originally written in Arabic 
by a Karaite author in Jerusalem in the latter half of the eleventh century 
and was translated into Hebrew in Byzantium later in that century. One 
of the chapters of Meʾor ʿAyin discusses the derivation of שם העושה ‘the 
active participle’ and שם העשוי ‘the passive participle’ from שם המעשה ‘the 
verbal noun, the infinitive’.  The chapter contains several unclear terms, 
viz., משכן ,שכינה ,נענוע, and משוכן. This paper shows that the discussion in 
this chapter is based on some sections of the Karaite grammatical treatise 
Kitāb al-ʿUqūd fī Tasạ̄rīf al-Luġa al-ʿIbrāniyya and suggests that the author 
of Meʾor ʿAyin coined the terms שכינה ‘an action that does not have an 
effect on its patient’,  which is the opposite of נענוע ‘an action that has an 
effect on its patient’, משכן ‘an agent of שכינה’, and משוכן ‘a patient of שכינה’ 
due to his misunderstanding of a certain section of Kitāb al-ʿUqūd.

Aaron Ahrend

Moshe Bar-Asher, Leshonenu Rinna – Liturgical Studies: Language, 
Style, Content, Versions, and Customs, Jerusalem: Rubin Mass 

and Yad ha-Rav Nissim, 2016, 384 pp.

Moshe Bar-Asher’s Leshonenu Rinna addresses the language, style, and 
contents of prayer. Among its studies is a comparison of biblical as opposed 
to rabbinic language in prayer, alongside studies devoted to the language 
of worship in recent centuries up to the present. The target audience of the 
book is wide: scholars of the Hebrew language, editors of prayer books, 
and essentially anyone interested in the world of prayer and the synagogue. 
The review provides a detailed survey of the sixteen chapters of the book 
and adds notes that complement and round out the various studies.
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